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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION, STATEMENT OF THE
PROBLEM, AND JUSTIFICATION
I. INTRODUCTION
Present day education is beginning to realize
that children must experience satisfying social rela-
tions if they are to develop into mature, emotionally
stable adults, capable of making positive, rather than
negative, contributions to the well-being of their
immediate associates and to humanity as a whole*
It is the responsibility of teachers to provide
every child with adequate opportunities for satisfying
human relationships with his peers • One step on the
road to achieving this end is for the teacher to know
which children are the real leaders in the class and
which children are isolated—not wanted—by their peers
so that he may provide opportunities for satisfying
human relations*
II* STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this study is to compare the
teacher's opinion of who the leaders and isolates are
in his or her classroom with the selections of the
children in order to determine how well teachers know
c
which children are the leaders and which children are
the isolates or near isolates in their classes.
III. JUSTIFICATION
With a small group of teachers Connor foiind
that teachers can be at wide variance with their pupils
in choosing the leaders and isolates in their classes*^
This study will work with a larger sampling in an attempt
to determine the validity of Connor* s findings*
i H.K, Connor, "A Sociometric Analysis of the
Pierce Elementary School," Unpublished Ed» M. Service
Paper, Boston University, School of Education, 1947, p. 67,
rc
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OP THE LITERATURE
AND RESEARCH
Educators are becoming increasingly more aware of
the necessity of providing children with adequate oppor-
tunities for satisfying social relationships Traditional
education accepted only the intellectual needs of children
as the responsibility of the school* Later the concept
of the "whole** child was developed and educators accepted
the responsibility for providing for the emotional and
social needs of children as well as their intellectual
needs*
While we still do not know all of the needs of
children we already have a multitudinous list of needs
which we must find ways of satisfying*
One of the basic needs of all human beings is
security* If a child does not feel secure his entire
being is negatively affected and he cannot function
with optimum effectiveness* Social, emotional, and
intellectual development are severely hampered*
Cochrane says that:
A child's capacity to feel secure with others
and to make adjustments lies in the kind of rela-
tionship that exists between him and the members
of his family* It is the individual who feels

comfortable within his family group who develops
wholesome confidence in his own capacity to achieve
and whose sense of personal worth is reinforced by
the feeling that he belongs to his parents and can
depend upon them«^
Flotow»s5 study reinforces this point. He found
that the most popular children, or leaders, in school
had better social and personal relations at home than
did those children who were least popular, or isolates,
in the class group*
Most investigators accept this point of view, then
go on to say that the school must supplement the work of
the home. If the parents are making the child feel secure
in his association with the members of the family, then
the school should provide opportunities for the child to
continue to feel secure while in school. But if the home
is failing to provide the child with the necessary good
social and personal relationships, then it is even more
important for the school to provide him with opportunities
to experience a feeling of security in his personal and
social relations*
"In instructional practices," says Wrightstone,
"the personal and social relationships among children
in a class or school group are increasingly recog-
nized as important factors in the educative process*
2 H.S. Cochrane, "Emotional Aspects of Social
Adjustment for the Child," Mental Hygiene
.
32:587,
October, 1948*
3 E.A. Flotow, "Charting Social Relationships of
School Children," Elementary School Journal
. 46:503,
May, 1946.

It is not sufficient to minister only to the
intellectual and academic needs of the pupils;
education must improve steadily the quality of
human relations among pupils."^
If children do not feel themselves to be an
integral part of the group they may become preoccupied
|
with a feeling of their inadequacy which may inhibit
their learning ability or result in too strong a desire
for scholastic competence*^ A child may find, according
to Olson,^ much security in the social relationships in I
I
a classroom and teachers should do all they can to see
that the child's security is not threatened with isola- !
tion and rejection by his classmates*
Plotow'7 found that it is extremely difficult to
effect good mutual relationships of maladjusted children
in the upper grades. He concluded that "the earlier the
attempt is made at improving the child's social relation-
ships, the better are the chances for satisfying and
lasting results."®
4 W.J. Wrightstone and M. Meister, Looking Ahead
in Education . Boston: Ginn and Company, 1945, p. 23.
5 M. Kerr, "A Study of Social Acceptability,"
Elementsiry School Journal , 45:257, January, 1946.
6 W.C. Olson, "Human Relations in the Classroom,"
National Education Association Journal , 36:641, December, 1947^
7 PlotOW, 0£. clt.
8 loc . cit.
j
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Kerr says:
Since many difficulties, however, can be
easily adjusted and since almost every child
can be helped in some measure, an attempt
should be made to determine what difficulties
in adjustment are.^
It is important that teachers should recognize
and provide opportunities for better adjustment to chronic
misfits and maladjusted children in their classrooms For
these children are the juvenile delinquents, criminals,
chronic complainers, and other social misfits of tomorrow.
"Beginning early in the elementary school,"
says Strang, "children should experience through
their classes and clubs the satisfactions of
personal development and social usefulness.
Thus, they will learn the ways of democracy
before they have any need to turn to delin-
quent behavior as a way out of an intolerable
social situation. "10
The psychological needs of affection, belonging,
a feeling of likeness to others, and a feeling of security
and status in one*s social groupings are just as basic as
our physiological needs.H When any of our basic needs
are frustrated a reaction follows. Sometimes the reaction
is useful for society, but more often the reaction is
harmful
9 M. Kerr, loc. cit
.
10 R.M, Strang, "Prevention of Delinquency Tnrough
Guided Group Experience," Forty-'Seventh Yearbook of tne
National Society for tne Study of Education
. Part I.
Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing Company, 1948
p. 96.
11 H.J. Otto, "The Uses of Social Criteria in Grouping
Children at School," Childhood Education, 22:327, March, 1946.
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In a study by Kerstetter and Sargent they
observed:
The school can play a conspicuous role in
the prevention of juvenile delinquency. One
important measure of prevention is to make the
classroom a laboratory of living. This can
be accomplished by providing a classroom situa-
tion in viiich the needs of the children can be
discovered and their potentialities brought to
realization.^^
While helping maladjusted children is a definite
part of teachers* work, their most fundamental concern
is the creation of good citizens* By being aware of
the personal relations among the members of their classes
and by working to improve the social relations among the
members of their classes teachers csin eliminate or modify
many of the causes of maladjustment and thereby improve
the morale of every individual in the group
Jennings says
:
In working with children, it is no longer
sufficient to know what they individually ex-
pect and value or what they individually find
difficult or pleasurable. Children are taught
in groups. They affect each other directly in
their affections, doubts, hopes, and predilections.
Furthermore, the pattern of social relations
creates an atmosphere which teaches directly
many of the feelings and concepts pertinent to
their human relations. . The task is to allow
the children to grow with rather than against
one another. 13
12 L.M. Kerstetter and J. Sargent, "Re-Assignment
Therapy in the Classroom," Sociometry « 3:306, July, 1940.
13 H.H. Jennings, "Using Children* s Social Relations
for Learning," Journal of Educational Sociology « 21:552,
May, 1948*

Until recently we have been inadequately equipped
! to analyze and discover the complex factors which enter
into a social situation. Frequently children who appear
well-adjusted are masking their true feelings and malad-
justment Also, many teachers are not keen enough ob-
servers, or are over-worked, or lack the necessary training
to deal with the social relations of their pupils.
The findings of Morenol^ have opened new doors to
the understanding of inter-personal relations. He has
founded the field of sociometry and is giving educators
more insight into the importance of inter-personal re-
lations as a cornerstone upon which school objectives
rest.
Says Moreno:
Up to the advent of sociometric exploration
of human society, the social scientist was be-
ginning to come into contact with the life situa-
tions which were to be explored, but the subjects—
the human material of the investigations—were
left out of any participation in the study of
their own life situations. This meant shutting
off the spontaneity of the subjects, the most
important source of information. In other words,
the methods used to explore the subjects were
those which had been successful in physical,
chemical, geological, and astronomical eacplora-
tion, where, metaphorically speaking, the spon-
taneity of the subjects studied did not enter
into or disturb the experiment. But in human
interrelations and in human society, the spon-
14 J.L. Moreno, "The Sociometric View of the
Community," Journal of Educational Sociology ^ 19:540-
545, May, 1946.

tanelty of the individuals is the alpha and
omega, the nexus, of every social situation
and of the whole experiment* 15
The basic concepts of sociometry as set forth
by Moreno^^ are:
1« Human beings are attracted to, or repelled by,
most other individuals with whom they come in
contact*
2. Human beings are endowed with a sense for spon-
taneity—a function that enables them to respond
to a new situation or to make a new response to
an old situation*
3* Each human being needs other human beings to
help him accomplish his ends, and so chooses
as collaborators those individuals who attract
him and rejects those who do not* The sum total
of these relationships make up each individual's
social atom* The patterning of these social
atoms into group formations and psychosocial
networks is the basis of society*
4* The social structure of a given group is dis-
covered by asking each individual to write down
his choices of people with whom he would like
to work, sit, play, or whatever situation is
15 Ibid., p* 544*
16 Ibid*, p* 541-542*

being used» The number of choices is usually.
but not necessarily, limited to three.
Jennings explains further the importance of
sociometry
:
The individual's behavior as it affects and is
affected by the behavior of others sets the limits
of his social space. Like all behavior, social
space is also dynamic: now wide and receptive to
the individual, again narrow and unreceptive, re-
sulting in a channeling of activities of the in-
dividual, at times according to his wishes, at
times out of accord with them. The individual's
happiness and effectiveness are to a degree a pro-
duct of his inter-personal relationships.,..
The sociometric test allows the individual
to become an agent in his own behalf, to give
his personal feeling for others in the form of
choices for functioning with them within the group
of which he and they are members. In this regard,
he acts to re-make the collective of which he is
a part. Thus, to the subjects, the test is not a
"test" at all.l7
It can be seen from the above explanations that
children are dependent upon the actions and feelings of
their peers toward them. No individual can function as
an independent entity. Emotional and social inter-action
relates each individual to the group. It is the task of
the teacher to provide every child in the group with the
best possible emotional and social atmosphere.
When teachers know which children are the leaders
and which children are the isolates in a particular group
the problem of effecting more adequate adjustment for the
17 H.H. Jennings, Leadership and Isolation
.
New York: Longmans, Green and Company, 1943, pp. 4, 10.

individuals within the group becomes vastly simplified*
Leaders may be used to work the isolates into group ac-
ceptahce* Efforts can be expended to interest the leaders
in constructive rather than destructive leadership. Needed
social skills may be emphasized, especially with isolated
individuals*
Johnson^S has shown that isolates can be worked into
social acceptance of the group by having the group leader,
as revealed by sociometric techniques, assume the responsi-
bility. He found that isolates could be brought into social
acceptance by the group leader^ and that attempts to have
an adult leader work directly on an isolate to bring him
into social acceptance proved unsuccessful*
Atkin and Riggs^Q conducted an experiment with two
seventh grades to discover what effects would result from
Improving the social atmosphere. In the experimental group
attention was given to isolated children through the use of
an enrichment program, with particular care to drawing iso-
lates into the group*
After five months eight of the nine isolates in the
experimental group were chosen by another pupil,
18 A.D. Johnson, "An Attempt at Change in Inter-
Personal Relationships," Sociometry ^ 2:43-48, July, 1939*
19 E.M. Atkin and L.A. Riggs, "Sociometric
Experiment with Isolated Children in a 7A Junior High
Group," Baltimore Bulletin of Education , 22:95-99,
February, 1945*

usually one of the people he had chosen before, and the
group had higher scholastic averages* The situation in
the control group was essentially the same as at the be-
ginning of the experiment.
In a later similar study by the same invest igators^^
the results of their first experiment were paralleled.
In an experiment conducted by Kerstetter and
Sargent^l to discover how well re-assignment affects
juvenile delinquency the experimenters succeeded in
breaking up a sub-group of five troublesome boys, re-
sulting in a sharp decline in their delinquent behavior*
The investigators conclude that "sociometric techniques
can be of great help in the discovery of structure-groups
among school children which may develop into delinquency
patterns. "22
The above studies indicate that teachers may do
a great deal to improve the social situation in their
classroom. Other studies by Criswell23 and Jennings^^
20 E.M. Atkin and L.A. Riggs, "More Sociometric
Experiments at School Mo. 45," Baltimore Bulletin of
Education
, 23:3-7, September, 1945.
21 L.M, Kerstetter and J. Sargent, 0£, cit.,
3:293-306.
22 Ibid., p. 305-306.
23 J.E. Criswell, "Social Structure Revealed in a
Sociometric Retest," Sociometry
. 2:73-74, October, 1939.
24 H.H. Jennings, "Structure of Leadership—Develop-
ment of a Sphere of Influence," Sociometry
. 1:99-143,
_July, 1937. ^

indicate that where no attempt is made to change inter-
personal relationships very little change occurs.
There are many more factors which influence a
group social situation than the emotions and feelings
of the children, and teachers should be aware of them
even though many of the influences are environmental
and little may be done to alter them.
From the studies of Blanchard,25 Bonney,26 Jenkins,
Johnson, 28 Neugarten,^^ Potashin,^^ Seagoe,^! and others,
the following factors which Influence children's friend-
ships are common:
1. Propinquity
25 B,E, Blanchard, "A Social Acceptance Study of
Transported and Non-Transported Pupils in a Rural School,"
Journal of Experimental Education ^ 15:291-303, June, 1947.
26 M.E, Bonney, "Personality Traits of Socially
Successful and Socially Unsuccessful Children," Journal
of Educational Psychol ogpr > 34:449-472, November, 1943.
27 Jenkins, "Factors Involved in Children's
Friendhsips," Journal of Educational Psychology , 22:440-448
September, 1931.
28 A.D. Johnson, loc. cit .
29 B.L. Neugarten, "Social Class and Friendship
Among School Children," abstract, American Journal of
Sociology
.
51:305-313, January, 1946.
30 R. Potashin, "A Sociometric Study of Children's
Friendships," Sociometry
.
9:48-70, February, 1946.
31 M.V. Seagoe, "Factors Influencing Selection of
Associates," Journal of Educational Research
.
27:32-40,
September, 1933.

2. Similarity of socio-economic class
3. Similarity of maturity
4. Similarity of mental ability
5^ Children tend to choose friends within one
year of their own age
6, "Pupils with desirable character traits tend to
rank high on the social status scale. "32
Bonney also found a close relationship between
popularity and character traits and concludes that:
A child is well accepted in a group much more
because of what he is and yfh.&t he does which wins
the admiration of others than because of what he
refrains from doing or in other words--strong,
positive personality traits are more important
than negative virtues •'53
Teachers who are aware of these factors n^ich
influence children's friendships and are also aware of
the social situation among the pupils in the classroom
are in a reasonably good position to better the quality
of the inter-personal relations among the children.
This study will attempt to discover how well
teachers know which children are the leaders and which
children are the isolates in their classrooms.
33 M.S. Bonney, o£. pit
. , p. 471.
« *
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
In order to compare the teacher's opinion of
which children in their classes were the leaders and
which children were the isolates with the selection
of the pupils, it was first necessary to prepare a
questionnaire for the teacher to list the three chil-
dren who, in her opinion, were the most popular, and
also the three children who, in her opinion, were
least popular. The children's selections were ob-
tained through a sociometric test patterned after
that of Plotow.'^^ Copies of the teacher's question-
naire, the children's test, and the accompanying
directions follow:
34 E»A. Plotow, ©£• cit., 498-504*

19
A survey la being conducted at Boston University, School
of Education, to try to determine how well teachers laiow ?/hich
pupils are most popular and which arc least popular omonG their
classmates*
Your cooperation in helping gather material for this
survey will he ^eatly appreciated
Will you kindly complete the blank below and retvirn It
to your principal as soon as posalbXec
Be sure to list THREE naiies In each of ihc cJ.acsiX'lo^itlons
be 1 era.
YOim KAT^'iK^^^ SEX.
SCHOOL GHiiDE TOV/R"
GLASS KWHOLTJJKTTT
I» THE THRKE POi'ULiUl PUPILS IN THE CLASS.
Th« most popular child ia
The second most popular child is
^
The third most popular child ls_
II. THE THliEE LEAST POPULAli PUPILS IN THE CLASS.
The least popular child is
ThG second least popular child ia
_
The third least popular child ia,^
Tr
TVie boys or Girls in i v clas
school are;
2.,
3._ .
bo:;3 or Girls In ^ ^^^^^^/^^'^
or a oonsaittoo In '
" ''^ '
'
1
5n m7 olGSfl

in all parts of
: * Give each child a blari^: fons.
• ths children that none of tholr classmtea will see thoir
4o If you do not have 100;S attond&noe on the day you glvo the tost
have tke children ;7ho are absent taKe the tost on tho noxt day
they are In achool. DO HOT rotur-n ths tests mitil ©vory child ly.
your room has taken it. It is important that every child in your
room take the test for most raliablo rosiilta.
!• on the first lino write your nam© (first and laso)o
?oie whether you aro a boy or a girl.
On tho next line write the name of your school and your grado,
'
, Under Roraan numeral I write the names of the thx'ee pooi^le in
your class ^hOEi you would moat lika to sit beside i?r sclioolo
There is room fOr you to write tTiree choices, but yon do not
have to fill in all tlxiree spcces^ If y(xa'-'4V~Qi t.o :hoc3.- i^-av
one or tvo people, you m.E,yp but do not chooe© inoro than three
«
sure the persons you choose are members of ^our- class
«
!^':***t^ to write both the first and last nanes.
.y lock at the blackboard to ssc how to spell anyone's
>oa do not know how to spoil
•
«
Under Roman n-ouioral IX write the nsc^doa of the people in yOT;^" claaa
TiThcitt you u'ould most like to v.-ork ^ith on a cojnsiitteo in :your room.
(Note to teachers Children may choose less than throe,, biit !>ct
more tiian three names aa in I)
.
i tJndor tioman n-omeral III v?rite tho nor g it ci' Ui^ poopie in your o'l^-n
whom you would most like to play ijitha
(Hote to tefiiobftr? children may chooae iesa than thre^* but not
more than 1->h3?ee Siauiea)
«

The teachers filled in and returned the question-
naire before they were informed of the sociometric test
which was to be given to the children.
The results of the sociometric tests were tabu-
lated to determine which children received the most votes
€Lnd which children received the least votes#
The teachers' choices and the children's choices
were compared*
For the purpose of this study a teacher is con-
sidered to have successfully chosen a leader if his choice
is in the upper twenty-five percent of the class. Choices
of isolates must similarly be in the lower twenty-five
percent of the class in order to be considered correct.
No score values were assigned to the different
degrees of preference as Bonney found that its effect
was negligable.^^
The thirty-eight classrooms used in this experiment
were selected at random from the Metropolitan Boston area.
The grades used were the fourth, fifth, and sixth only,
and no classroom which had more than one grade level in
it was used. For example, no mixed fourth and fifth or
fifth and sixth grades were used in this study*
As the teachers were predominently female no com-
parisons were possible to discover whether or not there
35 M.E. Bonney, "Study of Sociometric Processes
Among Sixth-Grade Children," Journal of Educational Psychology «
37:359-372, September, J^946*
rP
are sex differences In the ability to choose the leaders
and Isolates of their classes*
r
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OP DATA
This chapter deals with an analysis of the investi-
gation described in the foregoing chapter. Tables have
been constructed and interpreted to compare the teachers'
opinions of which children are the leaders and which
children are the isolates with the selections of the
children* The results are stuoraarized in Table XXXIX*
The choices received by each child were added to-
gether and the names of the children arranged in descending
order from most to least number of choices received from
his or her schoolmates* For example, in Table I Carol B*
received fifteen choices from her classmates while Irene
was not chosen by any of her classmates*
T
MTABLE I
SOCIOMBTRIC ANALYSIS OF ROOM 1 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OP MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OP THE CLASS
PuDil's Name Sex
No» of Choices
Rece ived
Carol Q 15
^tTodd B 15
zLawrence M* B • 13
Mary Qt 13
Q IS
Judith G 12
&«r
Wfi y^Yi CkV* -DD XX
Carol Q 9
IT 9
George B 9
Kevin B 9
Carol A* G 8
David B 8
John B 8
Patricia Q 8
Robert B 7
xxKathy G 6
Prances G 5
Kenyon B 6
Edward B 4
xsxEmilie G 4
Lawrence P* B 4
Betty G 3
Richard B 2
Irene G 0
— Indicates division between upper 2b% of class and middle 50%
of class and lower 25% of class and middle 50^ of class
*** Indicates most popular child in teacher's opinion
|
** Indicates second most popular child in teacher's opinion !
* Indicates third most popular child in teacher's opinion
XXX Indicates least popular child in teacher's opinion
XX Indicates second least popular child in teacher's opinion
—X Indicates third least popular child in teacher ' a opinion 4=

The teacher in room 1 made foiir correct choices—
Toddy Nancy, Barbara, and Emilie* Kathy, whom the teacher
chose as the second least popular child proved to be in
the middle fifty percent of the class, and Lawrence
whom the teacher chose as third least popular, is really
a leader*

TABLE II
SOCIOIMRIC ANALYSIS OP ROOM 2 COMPARING CHILDREH'S CHOICES
aSD TEACHER'S OPINION OF MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OP THE CLASS
Pupil* 8 Name Sex
No. of Choices
Received
*»Gall
«**Janlce
Dorothy D»
Francis
Peter
Barbara
Elizabeth
*John C.
28
28
26
20
14
13
13
12
William
Judith
Patricia M,
Beverly
Charles
Nancy
Alice
Dawn
John H*
Joseph
Margaret
Robert
Doris
Dorothy P,
Ann
Ernest
Mary
Sylvia
Barry
George B«
xxxHelen
xPatrlcla A,
xxGeorge K.
11
8
8
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
S
3
3
2
1
1
1
1
0

All of the choices of the teacher in room 2 are
correct. However, while John C, is in the upper twenty-five
percent of the class, the teacher has missed outstandingly-
stronger leaders, Dorothy D. and Francis.
cc
TABLE III
SOCIOMETHIC ANALYSIS OP ROOM 3 COMPARING CHILDREN »S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OF MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OP THE CLASS
Pupil's Name Sex
No* of Choices
neceivea
^Hi-*James G-# B 41
ii^Arleen G 20
James B. B 17
John P. B 17
Marcla G 17
Mary G 16
•JfwBernara M, B 12
Charles B 12
John H* B 12
Richard B 12
Rita G 12
Freda ftu 11
Jean G 11
Margaret G 10
Miiiiam M, nD IQ
Thomas B 9
Janet G 8
Frederick B 7
Joanne G 7
Norma G 7
William S. B 7
xElmer B 6
Juanita nur
Daniel B 4
Betty G 3
Evelyn G 3
Marjorie G 3
Richard W. B 3
Tony B 3
Virginia G 3
Augustine G 2
Carolyn G
Bernard 0. B 1
xxxMildred G 1
xxCharles B. B 0

The teacher In room 3 made five correct cholces--
James G*^ Arleen, Bernard M*, Mildred, and Charles B«
Elmer, whom the teacher chose as the third least popular
child, is in the middle fifty percent of the class*
e
TABLE IV
SOCIOMKTRIC ANALYSIS OP ROOM 4 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OF MOST POPULAR AND LijAST POPULAR
MtaSfiBERS OF THE CLASS
No* of Choices
Pupil's Name Sex Received
Susan G 26
*Marie G. G 20
Mary Jane G 19
^HHKJeraldlne G 17
**Patricla G. G 15
Robert B« B 16
Marilyn G 12
Richard F. B 12
John B 10
Patricia B. G 10
Richard P. B 10
Nancy G 6
Paul B 8
Dorothy G 7
Janet G 7
Joseph B 7
Louise G 7
Alfred B 5
Richard S. B 5
Robert P. B 4
Marie A. G 5
Carole G 2
Elaine G Z
xJudith G Z
Margaret G 2
xxRlchard T. B 2
zxxLouise G« G 1
All of the teacher's choices are correct. It should
be noted, however, that Susan is the outstanding leader in
the class but was not selected by the teacher»
rc
TABLE V
SOCIOMETRIC ANALYSIS OP ROOM 5 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OP MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS
No, of Choices
Pupil's Name Sex Received
•iHH:-Hester G 43
Nancy A. G 23
Larry B 20
William S. B 17
Donna G 16
Barbara A* G 14
Sandra G 14
Darryl G 13
Douglas B 12
Prances W# G 12
*«Hill B 12
Shirley G 12
William D. B 12
Greorge B 11
Nicholas B 9
Donal
d
B 8
Nancy H« G
Betsy G 7
David B 7
Edward B 7
Patricia G 7
Jane G 6
Miriam G 6
Nancy V. G 6
Bertram B 5
xxxMary G 5
G 5
Albert B 4
Doris G 4
^Prances M. G 4
Marie G 4
Alan B 3
Joan G
Josephine G 3
cc
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TABLE V (Continued)
SOCIORIETRIC ANALYSIS OF ROOM 5 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OF MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS
No« of Choices
Pupil's Name Sex Received
Reuben B 3
xDaniel B 2
John D« B 2
Mary Jane G 1
Cynthia G 0
The teacher in room 5 made four correct choices-
Hester, Hill, Albert, and Daniel* Mary, the teacher's
choice as the third least popular child, is in the lower
half of the middle fifty percent of the class, and Frances -M,
the teacher's choice as the third most popular child, is
really in the bottom twenty-five percent of the class.

TABLE VI
SOCIOMETRIC ANALYSIS OP ROOM 6 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OP MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS UP THE CLASS
No. of Choices
's Name Sex Received
Forrest B 26
•JHWilliam B 24
^HHJPriscilla G 25
Patricia C. G 22
Richard P* B 22
Barbara D. G 14
I
James W. B 13
Gloria P. G 12
Patricia B. G 18
Barbara G» G 11
Carol G 10
«James M« B 10
Roberta G 10
Paula G 9
Katherine G 8
Norma G 8
Robert N, B 8
Donald B 7
Anna G 5
xxPatricia P. G 5
Roger B 5
Brenda G 4
Herbert B 4
Earle B 3
Betty G 2
zDavid B 2
Paul B 2
Richard C. B 2
Arthur B 1
^
Elizabeth G 1
Mary Ann G 1
Norman B 1
xxxAlberta G 0
Elaine G 0
Jeanette G 0
i.
b
I
36
The teacher in room 6 made four correct choices-
William, Priscilla, David, and Alberta, The teacher's
choice for the third most popular child, James M,, is
in the middle fifty percent of the class* The same is
true of Patricia P., the teacher's choice for the second
least popular child*
B ''ton UnKr-rity
School of EvJCAUoa
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TABLE VII
SOCIOMETKIC ANALYSIS OP ROOM 7 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OP MOiiT POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OP THE CLASS
Pupil's Name Sex
No. of Choices
Received
-iHHtBenjamin B 22
Bradford B 15
*Jean G 15
Philip B 15
Raymond B IS
Francis B 18
Janice a 12
—
Margaret G 11
Charles C. B 10
Malcolm 6 1©
Rita Or 10
Charles D. B 9
**Richard B 9
William B 9
Judith G 8
Sandra G 7
Marjorie G e
Geraldine G 5
Joan G 4
Janice B* G 2
xxLeo B 2
Steve B 2
Paul B 1
xxxPred B 0
xGlen B 0
Robert B 0
The teacher in room 7 made five correct choices-
Benjamin, Jean, Leo, Pred, and Glen, The teacher's choice
for the second most popular child, Richard, is in the
middle fifty percent of the class
fc-
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TABLE VIII
SOCIOMETRIC ANALYSIS OP ROOM 8 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OF MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OP THE CLASS
No« of Choices
Pupil's Name Sex Received
**Anne G 29
Harold B 23
James B 23
«Patrlcia G 1§
Ann Marie G 10
Nell B 9
mm 9m
Bette G 8
Eugene B 7
Joseph B 7
Arthur I» B 6
Betty L. G 6
xxxDavld B 6
xJohn B 6
Nelma G S
Edward B 5
Donald B 3
Janet G 3
Nancy G 3
Vincent B 1
Arthur K. B ®
xxBeatrice G 0
Veronica G 0
The teacher In room 8 made four correct choices-
Anne, James, Patricia, and Beatrice. Her choices of leaders
were quite good, but her selection of Isolates was very in-
accurate,with Beatrice as the only correct choice, David and
John, her choices as third and least popular respectively,
are in the middle fifty percent of the class.
r
TABLE DC
SOCIOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF ROOM 9 COMPARE NG CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OP MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OP THE CLASS
No. of Choices
Pupil's Name Sex Received
*JH*Patrlcia G 30
Shirley G 28
•iH*-Janice G 27
Robert C. B 23
Frederick B 17
Caroljrn G 15
John C» B 15
John H» B 15
*Evelyn G 12
Joel B IM
Donald B 10
Alfred B 9
Charles B 9
Marjorie G 8
Michael B 7
Judith A. G 6
Dorothy G 5
Judith 0. G 5
Marilyn G 5
Mary D» G 5
Albert B 4
xxRichard B 4
Ronald B 4
William B 4
Alfred C. B 3
Arlene G 3
xJohn B. B 3
Doreen G 2
Elinor G 2
Hartley B 2
Mary J» G 1
Robert P« B 1
xxxJane G 0

The teacher in room 9 made four correct choices-
Patricia, Janice, John B., and Jane* Her choice for third
most popular, Evelyn, and her choice for second least
popular, Richard, are both in the middle fifty percent
of the class*
r
TABLE X
SOCIOMETRIC ANALYSIS OP ROOM 10 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OP MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS
Pupil's Name
No. of Choices
Sex Received
w US)v^ix B 27
fjiarjL B 24
B 20
Cfl T»T tyn B 15
Albert B 14
veirox in* Q 13
W clIlCJ Q 12
ACLCIieX a 12
juLL/oxores @ 11
La.WT*Anft<» B 11
Judith G 10
Robert E. B 9
Thelma G 9
Carol N.
Elizabeth
G 6
G 6
George B 6
Jane G 6
Richard B 5
Augustus B 4
Douglas B 4
Elaine G 4
xxxGeraldine G 4
^H^Jackie G 4
John B 4
Kenneth B 4
Melvin B 4
David C.
David P.
xDonald
Virginia C,
Robert H.
Leonard
Robert D»
Virginia
Pearl
-Richard

The teacher in room 10 made only three correct
choices—Earl, Nancy, and Donald. Geraldine and Jackie
are in the middle fifty percent of the class. The
teacher's choice for second least popular, Dolores,
is in the upper twenty-five percent of the class.

TABLE XI
SOCIOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF ROOM 11 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OP MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS
Pupil's Name Sex
No, of Choices
Received
Jon B 22
Ann 6 21
William H. B 18
William So B 18
Blake B 17
Sally 6 16
Ronald B 15
Richard D* B 12
William C. B 12
xBarbara C» 6 11
Diane Q 11
^*Jack B 10
Jean G 10
**Nancy 10
Priscilla Q 10
Gertrude Q 8
Marlene G 8
Parker B 8
^KHK31ark B 7
Robert N» B 7
James B 6
Anthony B 4
xxKenneth B 4
Wanda G 4
Baird B 3
Frank B 3
George B 3
William H, B 3
Barbara G 2
Marguerite G 1
xxxPeter B 1
William 1. B 1
Ray B 0
•J
The teacher in room 11 made only one correct choice-
Peter, her choice of third least popular. The teacher's
other five choices are all in the middle fifty percent of
the class*

TABLE XII
SOClOMhiTRIC ANALYSIS OF ROOM 12 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACiiER»S OPINION OF MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MiSMBERS OF THE CLASS
Pupil's Name Sex
No. of Choices
Received
B 25
Cynthia G 20
JS-»ChSLrles B 18
*Claire G 16
James B 16
George B 15
Q XJL
Sylvia G 10
Judith G 9
Ralph B 9
Sonja G 9
Scott B 8
Wayne B 8
Edward B. B 7
John B 7
Robert C« B 7
Carolyn G 6
Henry B 6
Norman B 6
Paul B. B 6
Paul D. B 6
Joan G 4
Robert M« B 4
Edward A* B 3
xLawrence B 3
xxManuel B 3
Michael B 3
David B 2
xxxRussellyne G 1
Robert B« B 0
All of the choices of the teacher in room 12 are
correct*
c(
TABLE XIII
SOCIOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF ROOM 13 COMPARIHG CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACH£R»S OPINION OF MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS
Pupil's Name Sex
No. of Choices
Received
**Margaret G 22
Donald B 21
iHHi>James B 19
xCarol Q 18
Meredith B 16
David K. B 16
RobeT»t C. B 14
Mar jorie
m»<m
Q 15
Charlotte a 12
David B, B 12
Naiacy M« a 12
Anne Q 11
Robert R. B 10
Mark B 9
»Archie B 6
Paul A« B 8
Roy- B 8
Joan A» & 6
Rosemary G 6
Loretta 0 5
Louis B 5
xxAlbert B 4
John P» B 4
Nancy D. a 4
Patricia a 4
Mario B 4
Warren B 4
Irene Q 3
Paul C. B 3
Richard B 3
Douglas B 1
XXXJohn H» B 1
c
The teacher in room 13 made four correct choices
Margaret, James, Albert, and John H» Archie is in the
middle fifty percent of the class, and Carol, whom the
teacher chose as the third least popular child in the
class is really a strong leader*

TABLE XIV
SOCIOi/iETRIC ANALYSIS OF KOOM 14 COMPARING CriILDRl!»i«S CHOICES
AND TKaCHER»S opinion OP MOST POPULAR AND LiiiAST POPULAR
MENBERS OF THE CLilSS
No. of Choices
Pupil* 3 Name Sex Received
John D. B 31
•JHK^Sheila G 22
James B 20
-SK^Peter B 17
Frances G 16
Charlotte G 15
Ann G 12
Eleanor G 12
Emily G 8
Richard R. B 8
Janet G 7
Ronald B 7
Andrew B 6
^^John S. B 5
William B 4
Marjorie G 3
Michael B 3
xRichard C* B 3
Hugh B 2
Robert B 2
xxxAlthea G 1
Dona G 1
Judith G 0
Raymond B 0
Russell B 0
JcxStanley B 0
The teacher in room 14 made four correct choices—
||
Sheila, Peter, Althea, and Stanley^ John S. and Richard C.
are in the middle fifty percent of the class

TABLE XV
SOCIOMETRIC ANALYSIS OP ROOM 16 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES.
AND TEACH£R«S OPINION OP MUST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OP THE CLASS
No» of Choices
Pupil's Name Sex Received
Conrad B 29
Jeanette G 22
*«Williani H. B 21
John T. B 19
xxxPaul B» B 17
Gail P, G 15
Patricia ? G 15
Connie G 14
Dorothy G 12
Phillip B 12
Virginia G 12
Barbara G 11
***Carol G* G 11
*Patricia M. G 11
Paul B. B 10
Ruth M. G 9
Robert M* B 7
Donald B 6
Gloria G 6
Jane G 6
Joseph B 6
xxLeonard B 6
Mar jorie G 6
Priscilla G 6
Carolyn G 5
Viola G 5
Nicky B 4
William L. B 4
Robert S. B
Ruth B. G
William M, B s
Nancy H« G 2
Ralph B 2
Richard B 2!

TABLE XV (Continued)
SOCIOMhTRIC ANALYSIS OP ROOM 15 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OP MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OP THE CLASS
No» of Choices
Pupil's Name Sex Received
Nancy M. G 1
jcPatricia P. G 1
Gail J. G 0
John P. B 0
The teacher in room 15 made only two correct choices-
William H. and Patricia P«, Carol G^, Patricia M., and
Leonard are in the middle fifty percent of the class.
Paul B*, the teacher's choice as third least popular,
is in the upper twenty-five percent of his class*

TABLE XVI
SOCIOMKTRIC ANALYSIS OF ROOM 16 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OP MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OP THE CLASS
No« of Choices
Pupil's Name Sex Recei
John C. B 21
Nancy T» G 20
Patricia @ 17
*»»Philip B, B 15
Newton B 15
^Jfiunet vt
xxxJay B 14
Linda G 14
Joan C* 0 11
John B» B 11
**Joan 0» a 10
Marcia 6 10
Dana B 8
David B 8
Deborah G 7
Helen G 7
Richard N* B 7
Kenneth B 6
Boyd B 5
zMarshall B 5
Richard H. B 5
Robert M. B 5
Carol I. G 4
Nancy F« G 4
Nancy M* G
Susan G 4
xxWilliam K. B 4
Jerry B
Philip B 3
Richard M* B 5
Robert D, B 3
William D. B 3
Carol D» G 0
Willard B 0

The teacher in room 16 made four correct choices
Philip, Janet, Joan 0., and William K, Marshall is in
the middle fifty percent of the class and Jay, the
teacher's choice for the third least popular child,
is in the upper twenty-five percent of the class*

13
TABLE XVII
SOCIOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF ROOM 17 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OP MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OP THE CLASS
No* of Choices
Pupil's Name Sex Received
Marie a 27
John B 24
Jean G 20
JHtRichard M« B 18
Paul C« B 16
William B 16
James B 15
«Patricia M. G 15
Patricia C. G 13
Patrick B 13
Ernest B 11
•JKt*Ja0que1ine G 11
ijeonarcL D
Patricia R. G 10
Edwin B 9
Ruth G 9
David S. B 8
Marjorie & 8
Robert B 8
Betty G 7
Dorothy G 7
Gail G 7
David B 6
David N» B 6
Lawrence B 6
Paul A. B 6
Deborah
Kenneth A*
G 5
B 5
xMargaret G 4
Patricia K. G 4
xxxGeorge B 3
Paul P. B 3
Richard B 3
xxKenneth B* B 2
Lorraine G 2
rV
c
TABLE XVII (Continued)
SOCIOMETRIC ANALYSIS OP ROOM 17 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OP MOST POPULAR AND LEA.ST POPULAR
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS
No* of Choices
Pupil's Name Sex Received
Thomas B 2
Joyce & 1
Joan Q 0
The teacher in room 17 made five correct choices-
Richard M», Patricia M., Margaret, George, and Kenneth B.
Jacqueline is in the middle fifty percent of the class*

TABLE XVIII
SOCIOMi!.TRIC ANALYSIS OF ROOM 18 COBiPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OP MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OP THE CLASS
No* of Choices
Pupil's Name Sex Received
Roddy B 26
Charles E* B 22
**Mary Jane G 19
Frances a 18
Rockwell B 17
**«Carlton B 15
Barry B 14
*Robert W. B 13
Ann Q 11
Gail 11
Barbara Q 10
Betty 10
Edgar B 10
Wesley B 10
Alan B 9
Alexander 6 9
Terry B 9
Allen B 8
Charlotte a 8
Jacqueline G 8
John B 8
Robert H« B 8
Sylvia G 8
Joan a 7
Mary R. G 6
Barbara G* G 5
xxxGeorge B 5
Leonora G 5
Marilyn G 5
Warren B 5
Barbara G 3
xCharles D« B 3
Richard B 3
Thomas J* B 3
f
TABLE XVIII (Continued)
SOGIOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF ROOM 18 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OF MuJST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS
Pupil's Name Sex
No* of Choices
Received
William B 3
Patricia Q 2
Thomas 0« B 2
xxPrancis B 0
All choices of the teacher in room 18 are
correct*
cc
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TABLE XIX
SOCIOMhTRIC ANALYSIS OP ROOM 19 COMPARING CHILIBEN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OP MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OP THE CLASS
No. of Choices
Pupil's Najne Sex Recei
Nancy G 27
^HKf>Skipper B 24
Tlioin&.s B 20
B 18
William B 18
Jean 0 17
jHi-Jacky B 15
Carol @ 14
Kenneth B 11
Anne 0 10
Micl:ia.fi*L B 9
B a
& o
Q 8
W IdW kirXX U ^ B 8
Jo a'dH a - B Q
w oo
Sandra Q 8
Grace Q 7
Robert L. B 7
Celeste 6 6
Paula 6
Anita a 5
*Paul B 6
Robert M. B 5
Russell B 4
Ruth B 4
Barbara Q 3
Jsinet Q 3
zxzJohn B 1
June G 1
Kenneth C« B 1
Robert D. B 1
xNorman B 0
Thomas P. B 0

The teacher in room 19 made four correct choices-
Skipper, Jacky, Joh, and Norman^ Patricia and Paul are
in the middle fifty percent of the class#

TABLbi XI
SUCIOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF ROOM 20 CuMi'ARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHJE'S OPINION OP MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS
No. of Choices
Pupil* a Name Sex Received
Wb T>T*An no
*Beverly Q 22
•JHiVilalter B 16
Jean a 12
Lawrence B 11
mm
Robert B 10
xxElalne Q 8
***Lorraln© Q 8
Sandra & 8
Myrtle Q 7
Roger B 7
Caroline G 6
xGeorge B 5
xxxConrad B 4
Denis B 4
Dora G 4
Richard B
Victor B 2
Peter B 0
The teacher in room 20 made only three correct
choices—Beverly, Walter, and Conrad. Elaine, Lorraine,
and George are in the middle fifty percent of the class

TABLE XXI
SOCIOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF ROOM 21 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OP MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS
Pupil's Name Sex Received
no so
(1 91sx
Joaxi aur 1ft
J&DldS B 17
Anna Q 15'
Mary Jane G 12
George B 8
Michael B 8
xEleanor G 7
Helen G 7
Joseph B 7
Ellen G 8
«»Pred B 5
Nancy G 5
Roland B 5
John B 8
William B 8
XXXJeanne G 1
Margery G 1
xxRose Marie G 1
The teacher in room 21 made four correct choices-
Robert, Jean, Jeanne, and Rose Marie, Eleanor and Fred
are in the middle fifty percent of the class.

TABLE XXII
SOCIOMETRIC ANALYSIS OP ROOM 22 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OF MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OP THE CLASS
No« of Choices
Pupil's Name Sex Received
Ann G 19
Edward B 15
Louise G 19
Mary G 19
Robert B 15
William A* B IE
**James B 11
Angela G 10
Carol G 10
John S« B 10
Semdra G 10
Leo B 8
«**Diane G 7
Peter B 7
*Shirley G 7
John A, B 6
William B. B 5
William D. B 4
xxxHelene G 3
xxMargherita G 3
Richard B 2
William G, B 2
xWarren B 1
The teacher in room 22 made three correct choices-
Helene, Margherlta, and Warren—all of whom are in the
lower twenty-five percent of the class* All of the
teacher's choices of leaders—James, Diane, and Shirley
are in the middle fifty percent of the class
•

a.
TABLE XXIII
SUCIOMETRIC ANALYSIS OP ROOM 23 COMPARING CHILDREN «S CHOICES
AND TEACHER »S OPINION OP MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OP THE CLASS
No* of Choices
fiipix s naiae oex necei'
^HHiRobert B 21
onirxey d« u 19
irabriciA o« G ^ K.X9
£iCiwai*a D
Frank D 14
Joh&xina f%U 14
xxPhyllls G IS
«Grace 0« G 10
Betty G 9
Olive G 9
Gladys G 8
Joanne G 8
Shirley L, G 8
Victor B 7
Donald B 6
**Joyce G 6
Kenneth B 6
xCharles C« B S
Charles H« B 5
Eugene B 3
John B
xxxPatricia S« G 3
Grace L* G 0
The teacher in room 23 made only three correct choices-
Robert, Charles C», and Patricia S* Phyllis, Grace 0., and
Joyce are in the middle fifty percent of the class*
f
TABLE XXIV
SOCIOMETRIC ANALYSIS OP ROOM 24 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OP MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS
Pupil's Name Sex
No* of Choices
Received
George B 21
«»*Anne D^ G 80
award. D 17
Alfred B 16
«Carol G 14
Anthony B 12
Charles A* B 12
Helen G 11
James B 10
Margaret G 8
Richard B 8
David B 7
Norene G 7
Robert G, B 7
Anne S« G 6
Charles G« B 6
Marjeane G 6
Phillip B 5
Viviann G 5
xWilma G 3
XXJoseph B
xxxRobert N« B 1
John B 0
The choices of the teacher in room 24 are all
correct*

TABLE XXV
SOCIOMETRIC ANALYSIS OP ROOM 25 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OP MOST POPULAR AWD LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OP THE CLASS
No* of Choices
Pupil's Name Sex Received
•DD Oa
'iHKi'Judith G 26
Robert C. B 18
oaxv&bope T2D X7
fl\J 1
A
JiP
A 1^^ "cr 1-iiZl l/IlOZlj O * oD 1
VJ X4
oosepn 13 X4
^"
JO&Xl CI
mar Jone VJ
13 1XU
Marilyn a 8
Delmar B 7
Lorraine a 7
Dorothy G» G 6
Jeanette B G 6
Joseph R« B 6
Thomas B 6
Jeanette S« G 5
Mary L» G 5
Prances G 4
Lawrence B 4
Loran B 4
Mary P. G 4
Anthony D« B 3
Diane G 3
JoseplJ B 3
XJcKay G 3
Aaron B 1
zPaul B 1
zzxVlrglnla G 0
i
The teacher in room 25 made five correct choices
Judith, Ann, Kay, Paul, and Virginia. Joseph ia in
the middle fifty percent of his class*

TABLE XXVI
SOCIOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF ROOM 26 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OP MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OP THE CLASS
Purtll's Name Sex RagA
1
Joan M« G 25
***Barbara G 21
*Anthony B 15
IS
(1\j 14.
Caz*old n
a
10XV
Edward B 9
Lorraine G 9
Marie G 9
Elaine G 6
xDonald B 6
Joan B. G 5
Robert Mc» B 5
Marilyn C. G 4
Ronald L« B 4
««
Helen G 9
Robert M, B 3
xxxRobert P» B 2
Ronald S* B 2
zxZoe G 2
Joyce G 1
Elvin B 0
The teacher in room 26 made four correct choices-
Barbara, Anthony, Robert P., and Zoe. Joan 0. and Donald
are in the middle fifty percent of the class
ci-.
r.
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TABLE XX7II
SOCIOMi!.TRIC ANALYSIS OF ROOM 27 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OP MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR ,
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS
'
i
Pupil's Name Sex
Wo» of Choices
Received
Helen G 19
Raymond B 19
«tBarbara R. G 16
***Bruce B 16
John B 16
Jean G 14
Charlee B IS
xxxPatricia G« G 13
'^i-'aVlU D ioIX
Wesley B 12
Ann G 11
Dorothy G 11
Ellzebeth G 10
William B 10
Joan K* G 9
Robert J. B 9
Fred B 8
Barbara G 7
Mary G 7
Audrey G 6
xxPierce B 6
Richard B 6
Patricia T. G 5
Jerry B 4
Maureen G 3
Janet G 1
xJoan B. G 1
Philip B 1
Robert 0» B 1
Robert A« B 1
Dolores G 0
Robert G. B 0

The teacher in room 27 made only three correct
choices—Barbara R., Bruce, and Joan B. David and
Pierce are in the middle fifty percent of the class
while Patricia G», whom the teacher chose as the third
least popular child in the class, is in the upper twenty-
five percent of the class*

TABLE XXVIII
SOCIOMBTRIC ANALYSIS OP ROOM 28 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OP MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MHflBERS OP THE CLASS
Pupil's Name Sex
No« of Choices
Received
Rose Marie G 26
B 23
Rita G 19
Joan G 16
Ronald B 16
*»Carolyn G IB
*Barbara G 14
William B 14
Robert B 13
Norma G 11
Jean G 9
xxxRichard B 9
George A« B 7
Paul B 7
Eleanor G 6
xBessie G 3
Edna G 2
Cora G 1
David B 1
Janet G 1
Raymond B 1
Virginia G 1
xxGeorge W. B 0
Rose G 0
The teacher in room 28 made only three correct
choices—Johm, Carolyn, and George Barbara, Richard,
and Bessie are in the middle fifty percent of the class.
i
TABLE XXDC
SOCIOMETKIC ANALYSIS OF KOOM 29 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHiR»S OPINION OP MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OP THE CLASS
No. of Choices
Pupil's Name Sex Received
Barbax'& n.u 1,7
^"*\Teraxcun© atf
Anthony C« B 15
*«*stephen B 15
Janet IS
Carol G 10
Richard P. B 10
Salvatore B 10
Anthony M» B 9
*Nancy 0 9
Tersa G 9
Jewel G 8
Mary G 8
Vivian G 8
Joseph B 7
xxRoberta G 6
Richard L, B 5
Louis B 4
zRosario B 2
TTTAlice G 1
The teacher in room 29 made five correct choices—
Geraldine, Stephen, Roberta, Rosarlo, and Alice. Nancy
is in the middle fifty percent of the class*

TABLE XXX
SOCIOMETRIC ANALYSIS OP ROOM 30 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OP MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OP THE CLASS
PudII's Name Sex Refill
iHHtEleanor G 36
*Carol G 30
PTftnoX X d I J Ww g Q
Lorrain© G 18
RosTvn G 18
Angelo B 14
-JHtGerard B 14
Joazi Q,
Mary (J
Edward B 10
JoaftTihine A^ 9
Richard B oo
Geraldlne G 6
Irene G 6
Alfred B 5
Lawrence B 5
Sylvia G s
Beatrice G 4
Josephine C« G 4
Marlene G 4
Roger B 4
Amato B 3
xxAnna G 3
Isabella G 3
xNancy G 3
Sarah G 3
XXXJames B 2
Phyllis G 2
Marie G 0
All of the choices of the teacher in room 30 are
correct

TABLE XXXI
SOCIOMETRIC ANALYSIS OP ROOM 31 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TiiACHER'S OPINION OF MOST POPULAR AND LEAST fOPULAR
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS
Pupil's Name Sex
No» of Choices
Received
Diane G 18
Paul B 18
^HHtWilliam L. B 17
**Laura G 16
*Sandra G 16
Nancy C. G 15
David B 13
Wayne B 12:
Beth G 11
Prank M« B 10
Kenneth B 10
Beatrice G 9
Prank A, B 8
Hal B 8
Lawrence B 8
Natalie G 7
Arlene G 6
Carol G 6
Hope G 6
Nancy R. G 5
Donald B 4
Frenche B 4
xSydney B 4
Jane G 2
Clyde B 1
xxJean 0
xxxWilliam M. B 0
All of the ehoices of the teacher in room 31
are correct*

TABLE XXXII
SOCIOMETRIC ANALYSIS OP ROOM 32 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OF MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OP THE CLASS
Pupil's Name Sex
No* of Choices
Received
4«»Stephen B 28
Judith T. Q 24
Joanne Cr 21
Joseph B 19
Nancy G 16
Edward B 15
Roger B 15
Carol A. G 18
Carol C. G 18
*Allen B 10
Judith F» G 10
xMary G 10
Elizabeth C. G 9
nooert r « •nD 9
Arthur B 7
Elizabeth M, G 6
Elizabeth P^ G 6
Eva G 6
Sandra G 6
Carol B. G 4
Ronald B 4
Ann G 3
Beverly A. G 2
Beverly B, G 2
zzxLeon B 1
Robert L. B 1
Robert P. B 0
xxSylvia G 0
The teacher in room 32 made four correct choices-
Stephen, Joseph, Leon, and Sylvia* Allen and Mary are
in the middle fifty percent of the class
•
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TABLE XX3CIII
S0CI0Mii.TKIC ANALYSIS OF ROOM 33 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OP MUST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS Ob' THE CLASS
Pupil's Nam© Sex
No. of Choices
Received
«*Edward B 25
*Patricia G 16
Carol 0 15
^HWi-Duncan B 15
Jacqueline 6 12
David B. B 11
Arthur B 10
xGail Q 10
Harry B 10
Richard B 10
Herbert B 7
Margaret Q 7
Norman B 7
Shirley G 7
Janet G 6
William D. B 5
William H« B 5
Peter B 4
David L» B 3
Frederick B 5
xzxPaula G 3
James B 2
Jane G 2
William Mc« B 2
xxAllcui B 1
The teacher in room 33 made five correct choices-
Edward, Patricia, Duncan, Paula, and Allan. Gail is in
the middle fifty percent of the class*
i.r
i.
TABLE XXXIV
SOCIOMBTRIC ANALYSIS OP ROOM 34 COMi^iiRlWG CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OF MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS
Pupil's Name Sex
No. of Choices
Received
G 29
-:«HJRonald B 27
Paul D. B 18
Paul B. B 16
Thomas T. B 15
Joseph B 15
Jack B 14
Barry B 13
Priacilla G 13
XiODeru v/# B ±o
Nancy a 12
Deana 6 11
Thomas P« B 10
Ann G 9
Barbara G 8
Joyce G 8
Louis B 8
Marjorie G 8
Robert B. B 7
xSandra G 6
Jon B 5
Richard B 5
Russell L* B 5
Yvonne G 5
Dora G 4
xxGeorge S. B 4
Judith G 4
Fred B 3
George P. B 3
Gerald B 3
Lawrence B 3
Russell D, B 1
xxxLois G 0
Robert R, B 0

The teacher in room 34 made five correct choices—
Joan^ Ronald, Thomas T*, George S*, and Lois* Sandra is
in the middle fifty percent of the class*

TABLK XXXV
SOCIOMETRIC ANALYSIS OP ROOM 35 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OF MUST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS
Pupil's Name
No, of Choices
Sex Received
-SHH^Joan M» 21
Ruth G
*«Carol S. Q 18
Carolyn Of 17
William Z. B 17
Charles S. B 12
Dorothy J» G 12
Alvin B U
David 5
11
Paul 11
Ann VT
Charles L. Xv
Joan P»
Joseph
a Xw
B 10
Marilyn G 10
Lester B 8
Gayle G 7
John C» B 7
xJohn S» B 7
Sandra G 7
Robert P» B 6
June G 5
Ralph B 5
Robert T« B 4
mm
Robert M, B 3
*Richard B 2
Carol P« G 1
Dorothy 0» G 1
zxDiane G 0
Donald B 0
Tim B 0
xx3ditfilliam S. B 0

The teacher in room 35 made four correct choices-
John Carol S*« Diane, and William S« John S* is in
the middle fifty percent of the class , and Richard, the
teacher's choice as the third most popular child in the
class is in the bottom twenty-five percent of the class*

TABLt: XXXVI
SOCIOMETKIC ANALYSIS OP ROOM 36 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OP MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MbMBERS OF THE CLASS
Pupil's Name Sex
No» of Choices
Received
Q 22
Carol L» G 20
Frederick B 19
itDavid B 18
*4flRonald B 18
Frances G 17
Mary G 14
Sally G 10
Arvid B 9
Sharon G 9
William ? B 9
Peggy G 5
Joan G 5
Anne G 4
Carol R« G 4
George B 4
Jeunes B 4
Robert B S
William K» B 8
xEllen G 0
xxPhillip B 0
xxxVirginia G 0
All of the choices of the teacher in room 36 are
correct

TABLE XXXVII
SOCIOMETRIC ANALYSIS OP ROOM 57 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHER'S OPINION OF MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MijMBERS OP THE CLASS
No, of Choices
Pupil's Name Sex Received
***Paye G 36
«Robert N, B 26
«*Catherine G 25
Allan B 23
Barbara Q 21
Louis B 20
George R« B 16
Rosalie Q 16
Bernard B 14
Robert B. B 14
Thomas C. B 10
Arline G 9
Heni»y B 9
William B 9
Dolores G 8
Norma G 8
Richard B 7
xxRobert P. B 6
Helen G 5
Thomas E« B 5
Florence G 4
George H« B 4
Janet G 4
Pauline G 4
Robert L, B 4
Beverly G 3
Carol G 3
Elizabeth G 3
Harvey B 3
Thomas D« B 3
Claire G Z
XJackie B 2
John B Z
xxxJohn J# B 1

TABLE XXXVII (Continued)
SOCIOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF ROOM 37 COMPARING CHILDREN »S CHOICES
AND TKACiiER»S OPINION OF MOST POPULAR AND LEAST POPULAR
MJiaiflBERS OP THE CLASS
No, of Choices
Pupil's Name Sex Received
John M* B 1
Mary G 1
Victoria a 0
The teacJaer In room 37 made five correct choices—
Faye, Robert N., Catherine, Jackie, and John J, Robert P»
is in the middle fifty percent of the class*

TABLE XXXVIII
SOCIOMETRIC ANALYSIS OP ROOM 38 COMPARING CHILDREN'S CHOICES
AND TEACHJBR»S OPINION OP MOST POPULAR AND iuEAST POPULAR
MEMBERS OP THE CLASS
No# or Choices
Pupil's Name Sex Received
*w«Jos©pn B 2o
Teddy B 23
Norma 20
**Donai<i D 17
Edward B 17
Betty a 10
Albert B 9
Fred B 9
*Joan G 8
James B 7
Betty N. a 6
Joyce a 6
Nicholas B 5
Anthony B 4
xCarol 6 4
George B 4
Shirley a t
zxxDavid B 0
xxPhyllis 6 0
The teacher in room 38 made four correct choices-
Joseph, Donald, Carol, David, and Phyllis • Joan is in
the middle fifty percent of the class*

TABLE XXXIX.
SUMMiiRY AND COMPARISON OP TEACilER'S CORRECT AND INCORRECT
CHOICES 01-^ LEADJiRS AND ISOLATES
X OU&l 1 o uni no*
Cliolces onOxCeS Un.OxC68 «0» Ox Ox in~
nooiii ox 01 ox Ox Corrocfc correct
MO* Ld&ders Ld&ders Isolfttes isolates Cb.olces Choices
X u X n 9
oG « Al# o V A9 AV
« A 9 X
A
*,
«o AV /VU itO 1/
e9 X Oa X a. aa
A o X am X a
«
O X « u R "1
ft « A X oa % aa
V ae X aa X * aa
oiS X X Aa «m
XJL A s. 1X aa 1X 9
JLc»
« A •w AV aO A
a X aIS X 4 aa
X4 92» X aa X « aa
Xw' X • X aa 4
X6 d A nX as M% a8
X7 aS X m9 u c9 X
1ftXo «w Aw 9L0 Au O A
lOX9 M8S X X 4 o
on » X X a 5 3
sx 2 I 2 1 4 2
22 0 5 5 0 5 5
2S 1 IK IK 1 ••
24 5 0 3 0 6 0
25 Z 1 5 0 5 1
86 2 1 2 1 4 2
27 2 1 1 2 3 3
28 2 1 1 2 3 3
S9 2 1 5 0 5 1
50 5 0 5 0 6 0
31 5 0 5 0 6 0
52 2 1 2 1 4 2
55 5 0 2 1 5 1
54 5 0 2 1 5 1

TABLE XXXIX (Continued)
SUMMARY AND COMPARISON OP TEACHER'S CORRECT AND INCORRECT
CHOICES OP LEADERS AND ISOLATES
Correct Incorrect Correct Incorrect Total Total No,
Choices Choices Choices Choices No. of of In-
Room of of of of Correct correct
No* Leaders Leaders Isolates Isolates Choices Choices
35 2 1 2 1 4 2
96 3 0 3 0 6 0
37 3 0 2 1 5 1
38 8 1 3 0 5 1
Totals 85 29 81 33 166 62

Mean number of correct choices of leaders
Mean niamber of incorrect choices of leaders
Mean number of correct choices of Isolates
Mean number of Incorrect choices of Isolates
Mean number of correct choices of both leaders
and Isolates
Mean number of incorrect choices of both leaders
and isolates
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TABLE XL
COMPARISON OP WOMEN TEACHERS' CORRECT CHOICES OP BOYS AND
GIRLS WHO ARE THE LEADERS AND THE ISOLATES
U X Ow 1/ Correct Correct
riH/^i AS nH n't A a Choices Choices
vix \jrxx X of Boy of Girl
A\WwIU M^\j0 JUOOIUOX 9 T<Afi rlAT*«lXJOBkUOX 9 Isolates Isolates
1 1X 0 1
Q 1X p 1 2
s p 1X 1 1
A « 1 2
5 1X X 1 1
6 1X X 1 1
7 1X X 3 0
oo X p 0 1
Q p 1 1
MIL o 1 0
X 2 1
1X X 2 0
14 1X 1X 1 1
15 1X 0 0 1
16 X p 1 0
IS ti X 3 0
19 oCi \J 2 0
1X X 1 0
21 1X 0 2
22 0 0 1 2
2S 1X 1 1
1X 2 1
25 0 2 IX od
26 1 1 1 1
27 1 1 0 1
28 1 1 1 0
29 1 1 1 2
30 1 2 1 2
31 1 2 2 1
32 2 0 1 1
35 2 1 1 1
34 2 1 1 1
36 2 1 1 2
37 1 2 2 0
2 0 1 2
Totals 39 40 40 35

The teachers in rooms 10, 17, and 35 were men
and, therefore, were not used in this table.
Table XL was constructed to discover whether
or not women teachers tended to choose boy leaders,
girl leaders, boy isolates, or girl isolates more
accurately* The teachers' choices were least ac-
curate In the selection of girl isolates, but the
difference is not significant. There seems to be
no important difference in the accuracy of teachers'
choices of boy leaders, girl leaders, boy isolates,
and girl isolates*

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Suaanary » The purpose of this study was to
determine how well teachers know which children are
the leaders and which children are the isolates in
their classes. The opinions of the teachers were
compared with the selections of the children them-
selves*
Conclusions . The results of this investiga-
tion may be summarized as follows
:
1. Teachers, as a group, cemnot adequately choose
the leaders and isolates in their classes.
The mean number of correct choices of both
leaders and isolates by the teachers in this
study was only 4.37 out of a possible 6. As
the teachers* choices were considered correct
if their choices of leaders were in the upper
twenty-five percent of the class and their
choices of isolates were in the lower twenty-
five percent of the class, the writer feels
that generous latitude was allowed for error
in the teachers* judgments.
2. Sociometric techniques are valuable for por-
traying the social situation in a particular

group.
3* Teachers should become more aware of the social
structures of their classes.
4* Teachers should use soclometrlc techniques as
an aid for effecting better social and emotional
adjustment of their pupils.

CHAPTER VI
LIMITATIONS OP THE STUDY AND
SUGGESTIQKS FOR FURTHJR
RESEARCH

CHAITER VI
^IMITATIONS OP TtiK STUDY AJ^D
SUGGESTIONS PuR PURTHJEK
RESEARCH
I. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
Tjae limitations of this study are listed below:
1. Ttie conditions \inder i^iich tiie survey was con-
ducted were variable since the material was
presented by many teachers instead of by one
individuals
2. The total population taking part in this
survey was limited.
5. The geographic distribution was limited*
II, PROBLEMS OP THE RESEARCH
Upon completion of this study the writer felt
that the following suggestions might achieve profitable
results
:
1. Conduct a similar survey with a larger popula-
tion«
2» Conduct a similar survey with men and women
teachers to discover whether or not there are
sex differences in the ability to choose leaders
and isolates*
If
3» Conduct a similar survey to determine whether
or not there is any difference between younger
and older teachers' ability to choose leaders
and isolates.
4o Conduct a similar experiment having the teachers
list the position of each child in the class
on a "social status ladder" from most popular
to least popular and compare with the children's
selections*
5« Conduct a similar experiment with a wider geo-
graphical distribution.
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